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E PRINCETON

The Growing Leader
Serves You Well . . .
The More You Use It
The More You'll Sell.

LAD ER
Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, October 23, 1941
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T h e Princeton
Cotrandnity
Chest will launch its annual financial campaign Tuesday, Oct.
28, it was announced following
a meeting of officials Tuesday
night.

•
Xi •

State's attorney Robert Burnside said he has charged Neal Cahoon (left), 62-year-old farmer,
with falsely imprisoning his 19-year-old wife, Rosie (center) by chaining her to a bed in their
home near Vandalia, Ill. With them is their two-months old son, Fred Nealious. Mrs. Cahoon, according to Sheriff C. F. Cheshire who said he found, her in chains, refused to prosecute her
husband and objected to any action being taken against him. Cahoon "always chained me up
when he went away for fear I would run off" the sheriff quoted her as saying. —AP Telemat

Business Is Good,
Local Banker Says
Deposits Up Nearly Million Over
Previous Year
Altho Princeton boasts no defense plants, her three principal
factories continue to operate full
time and business generally is
much better than a year ago,
Henry Sevison, president of the
First National Bank, said Mon-

Police Blitz Nine
Stray Dogs-From
Town's Large Pack
Princeton police declared
war on tramps last week, and
before the shooting ended,
nine were dead.
Yes, Chief Jones and his
a i d s, heeding complaints
about hobo dogs that prowl
the streets constantly with
appetites of dinasaurs, opened
fire and starlet: a canine
Potter's row, taking care
first to make sure the dogs
were really tramps.
Only concern the war
caused was over a bill for
"dogs' burying expenses."

ilia Soon To
New School

Tigers Confident
They Can Win
Here Friday Night

Noted Lecturer
Here Tues., Nov. 11
Sorenson First Of
Series Sponsored
By Rotary Club

Diptheria Warning
Is Issued Here

Orange Building Is
Fully Occupied

hnson Acts To Save Vital
te Social Security Agency

6'
Cents

Providence Rated
Tough Grid Test

Campaign will start as usual
with pledges being obtained and
collections following at intervals
thereafter. Actual distribution of
commodities and giving aid to
destitute families in other ways
will begin in the early winter.
Goal this year has been set
at $2,000, about $500 under last
year's collected figure.
Committees to obtain pledges
and make collections in the various districts were appoined by
Chairman R. S. Gregory and
Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, secretary, at Tuesday night's meeting. They are: Professional and
Business Committee, Merle Drain,
W. D. Russell, Hillary Barnett
and James McCaslin; Industrial
Committee, C. W. Gowin, J. A.
Creasey; Clubs and Organizations committee, W. E. Jones
and W. L. Mays; Residential
Committee, Mrs. George H.
Stephens, northeast district; Mrs.
Fred Howard, southeast district;
Mrs. J. L. Walker, northwest
district; Mrs. K. L. Barnes,
southwest district.
The Community Chest last
year aided 511 destitute cases
with contributions ranging from
67 cents to $50.
Leaders of the Chest sdld this
week it will be necessary for a
thorough collection to be made
this season as the goal is lower
and as many calls are expected.
Lunchrooms which the Chest
aids will run a full school term
this winter, instead of six months
as last year. About 60 school
children are being served lunches
free this year through efforts
of the Community Chest and
WPA.
Prof. L. V. Johnson, Dotson
High School, and a colored committee will handle the Bartlettsville division of the Chest work.

Out In Tiger den at Butler
High there's concern this week
over the fact that Providence,
Friday night's foe, has crossed
goal lines this season for 107
points while holding all
opponents to 7.
But confidence fills every
headgear that any team held to
day.
a tie by Trigg County High, an
4•
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This fact is reflected by figaggregation the Butler football
warriors laced 26 to 6, can't
for a new auditorium at ures compiled by the bank reget very far, very many times,
School
High
were cently, relative to deposits made
into Princeton paydirt.
completion this week, to checking accounts.
No Butler casualties occurred
During the 12 months ending
f Watson said Tuesthis week as use team
went
d actual construction September 30, Mr. Sevison said,
through stiff workouts follow$7,474,681.11,
t shortly. The old audi- deposits totalled
ing an open date last week-end.
was destroyed by fire while total for the previous
Coach Sims will start his regu'St summer. Type and year was but $6,553,028.47, or
lar line-up of Taylor, Sisk, Kern
the building, which will nearly a million dollars less.
and Patterson in the backfield
For the month of September
as auditorium, basketand Fletcher, Scott, Perry, Miland for several class- the increase this year over last
.11 be announced later, was approximately $143,000, the
Clarence Woodrow Sorenson, ler, Robertson, Lewis and Childress in the line. Mitchell, a
bank's figures indicated.
Watson said.
journalist, globe trotter and naIt is highly probable Caldwell
rapidly improving lad who is
tionally known lecturer,
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a
speak here Armistice Day, sponChild Injured While
•a High Elects
diptheria cases this winter, unfootball, will alternate with Robsored by the Rotary Club, it
Playing At School
• ders Friday
less many children under 6 years
ertson at the right-guard berth.
was announced Wednesday by
old are immunized quickly, Dr.
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Little John Elvis Miller, son
et Zurmuhlen, Martha
J. L. Groom, secretary.
J. H. Dishman, county health
agan, Ruth Melton, Eva of Mr. and Mrs. John Miller, of
Sorenson is the first of four
officer, said Wednesday. Fewer
rn and Francis Young the Friendship community, renoted lecturers who will speak
than 50 percent of the county's
lected Friday by
the ceived a fractured nose while here each Tuesday night for
children within the age group
body to serve as cheer- playing at Friendship schogl, four weeks.
With removal of J. W. Quinn's most susceptible have not been
at Fredonia High School where he is a pupil, last ThumGrocery, the
Dates and the subjects are as Economy
new imminized, he said. Parents are
day.
Building, constructed urged to see that all children
follows: November 11, "Our Orange
Neighbors Around the Carrib- this summer at a cost of ap- of pre-school ages receive this
the treatment immediately, through
bean," Sorenson; November 18, proximately $5,000 after
"Our Neighbors in the Pacific," original structure was destroy- their family physicians or the
Dr. No-Young Park; November ed by fire early in the Spring, health department.
25, "Our Neighbors in South was completely filled. The brick
America," Dr. Hugh C. Stuntz; building, a marked improveDecember 2, "Our World Neigh- ment at Harrison and Market
(EDITORIAL)
streets now houses a barber
bors," Dr. Allen Albert.
shop, cafe, feed store and the
Mack Faughn, 40-year-old emdeNutt, Governor Johnson
Keen Johnson this
grocery.
ploye of the Kentucky Whip &
clared himself "proud of the
acted in an effort to
Collar Company, died
about
job thus far done by the
Kentucky's UnemployAttend Grid Game
noon Wednesday following a
Kentucky agency, which inCompensation CornHarold Rudd, State patrolman .1 Messrs. Buddy Loftus, Hwlett brain hemorrhage. He was recludes the employment sersending a vigorous
at to Paul V. McNutt,
here the last eight months, has Morgan, Billy Cantrell, Dr. B. ported to have had several teeth
vice."
Mayfield L. Keeney and Grayson Harrel- extracted the first of the week.
al security administrabeen transferred to
Kentucky's unemployment
He is survived by his widow
t Washington, In which
where he will aid in patroling son were among those who atcompensation laws were
Highway 45 from Paducah to tended the Vanderbilt-Georgia and nine children. He lived in
adopted as a result of enactky was placed
on
the Eddy Creek section of Lyon
Fulton. His place will be taken Tech football game Saturday.
;al opposing a change
ment of the federal Social
—•e
county and had been employed
by Gayle Stinson, 260-pound,
Security Act, but states were
Governor Johnson
Mrs. Walter Nabb and Mrs. by the company here about a
six feet, six inch (former pro"is not likely to furadvised by federal authorifessional wrestler, who has been Mae Mathes, E. St. Louis, Ill., year. Funeral services were not'
the interest of federalties that the law they adoptwith the State patrol at Benton are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. complete Wednesday night.
ed were to be administered
relationships."
and Murray. Rudd left here E. E. Eastland, Otter Pond.
the Kentucky protest
entirely by them.
Wednesday.
Miss Martha
Ann
Davis,
Kentucky's laws make prothreatened federaliMrs. Mattie Allen, Memphis, teacher at Flat Rock, spent last
,
1 the Unemployment
vision for citizens of this
week-end
Greenville,
last
is spent
with rela- week-end with her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Al Bryan,
conditions
under
hsation C ortimission,
State,
tives in the city and county.
visiting friends here this week
Everett Cherry, N. Harrision St
(Continued on ppge four)
letter to Mr. Mc-
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Community Chest
Campaign Begins
Tuesday, Oct. 28
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Principals In 'Chained Wife' Case

Brain Hemorrhage
Fatal To Worker

Rudd Transferred,
Stinson Sent Here

Democratic Leaders
Schedule Campaign
Meeting Tues.,Oct.28

Democratic nominees and some
of the precinct committeemen
met
at
County
Democratic
Headquarters, above
Eldred's
store, Tuesday night and perfected plans for getting out
the full party vote, Tuesday,
Nov. 4. A meeting was set for
Tuesday night, Oct. 28, at which
all precinct chairmen and women are expected to be present,
Clif ton Hollowell, campaign
chairman, said. Leaders expressed confidence that "this is a
big Democratic year and
all
Caldwell
county
Democratic
nominees will be elected."

GOP Nominee Is
Found Not Guilty
Jury Frees H. L.
Stephens On Drunk
Driving Charge
Herman Lee Stephens, Republican nominee for County Judge
who was arrested here two
weeks ago and charged with
driving while intoxicated, was
found not guilty at his trial here
Tuesday as scores of curious
people from all over Caldwell
county crowded the courtroom
to witness the first trial on
record here of a nominee virtually on the eve of the final
election.
Stephens pled not guilty to
the charge and was aaquited
after a jury, which was impaneled from about 25 men who were
called to the jury box, had deliberated nearly an hour. The
court met unusual difficulty in
finding six disinterested persons
to serve.
Both State patrolmen, Harold
Rudd and Clyde Twisdale, who
made the arrest early Sunday
afternoon, Oct. 12, testified the
accused was "definitely drunk."
Seven other persons gave testimonial to the contrary. They
were A. H. Blackburn, Louis
Leitchfield, W. S. DeBoe, Uell
Stephens, William Winters, M.
C. Cartwright and Harold Smith.
Stephens was released a few
hours after his arrest two weeks
ago and his trial set for Tuesday.
The case was tried before
Judge Hanberry with County
Attorney George Eldred representing the commonwealth, and
Attorney C. A. Pepper, the defendant.
Stephens was winner over the
incumbent, Judge A. F. Hanberry, and several other candidates in the Republican Primary
election in August.

Christian Church
Revival Continues
Revival services began Sunday at the First Christian church
here, with the Rev. Duke Jones
officiating, and marked interest.
Services will continue through
the next week, the Rev. Charles
Brooks, pastor, said.
Ann Collier and J. T. Leech
attended the rodeo inMadisonville Saturday afternoon

Donaldson Says
Rock Asphalt To
Be Applied Soon

Highway Official
Says Repair Work
Will Cost Approximately $5,000
Main Street here, which is a
part of State Highway 91, will
be repaired by the State Highway department in the next
few weeks at a cost of approximately $5,000, it was announced
Monday night by letter to the
Princeton city council from
Highway Commissioner J. Lyter
Donaldson.
Mr. Donaldson's letter said the
street will be resurfaced with
rock asphalt, he hoped soon.
Main Street, surfaced about 10
years ago with asphalt, has
for the last several years been
rough in places and badly in
need of repair. Surface will be
applied from the west end city
limit to Franklin street, where
the concrete of Hopkinsville
street joins Main.
The city has been negotiating
with the State Highway chief
for some time, in an effort to
shift the financial burden of repairing this portion of Princeton's principal thorofare, due to
depleted condition of the city
treasury.
Question before the Council
ef whether parking should be
(Continued on page eight)
4••

First Aid Course
Is Offered Here
Red Cross Membership campaign
Starts Nov. 11
A Red Cross first aid course of
instruction will be offered to
interested persons here by Mesdames Alberta McChesney and
Arney Rawls, consisting of ten
lessons of two hours each. Mesdames McCbesney and Rawls
recently completed
Red
the
Cross first aid course at the
University of Kentucky and received certificates designating
them as qualified to instruct in
Red Cross first aid.
•
Interested women are requested to contact Mesdames McChesney and Rawls any morning
between 8:30 and 10 o'clock at
the courthouse, or telephone
Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, South
Jefferson street.
Preparatory to the annual Red
Cross Roll Call, which will begin Armistice Day, Nov. 11, and
continue through November, a
meeting of workers will be held
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 28, in
the assembly room of the George
Coon Memorial Library when
Miss Ruth Riley, Red Cross field
worker, will speak.
Frank G. Wood, recently elected chairman of the local Red
Cross chapter, will preside. The
campaign will be under supervision of Mrs. Hubbard, roll
call chairman.

Too Much Action!
Two weeks ago a certain Princeton concern offered to do
a deifinite piece of work for 65 cents. Solicited for an ad last
week, this man said: "I never knew so many people read
The Leader". From the amount of orders I got on that one
ad, it looks like everybody in the county must have read
the offer. Nope, I can't run another ad this week; gotta
catch up with my work first". Leader advertising pays, because The Leader has HIGH READER INTEREST. You will
confer a real favor upon us if, when shopping, you will
mention that you saw the merchant's ad in The Leader . .
and this will help us to give you a better newspaper.
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ers that they send William Jones, Democrat,
to the Legislature this time.
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JONES WILL SERVE
WELL AT FRANKFORT
As the general election approaches and
nominees and their friends begin whooping things up in an effort to stir the electorate from a lethargy deeper than usual due
to world events and a national emergency
which, tho slow in making its effects felt
here, seems destined to shake our capitalistic system to its foundations, perhaps it is
not amiss to call attention to importance of
good citizens registering their will at the
polls.
For, despite rantings of die-hards who
will not read aright the too evident portents,
this still is a democracy; and it is the proper business of the voters to guard their
rights and to keep the government of, by
and for the people.
Caldwell county will elect, among other
officials, a representative to the Kentucky
Legislature; and each of our two major
political parties has a nominee for this post.
The Leader believes all the people of this
county will fare better if William Jones,
prominent and popular young farmer identified with the best agricultural interests of
the community, is elected to this important
place.
Our belief, while tinged with partisanship
because of our Democratic faith, is based
upon personal knowledge of conditions
which will exist in the General Assembly to
convene the first week in January.
For this Legislature will be overwhelmingly Democratic, the Democrats will control all the legislation ... and a Republican
member from Caldwell county would be able
to do nothing for his constituency', except
sit with the others, draw his per diem and
report to the folks back home, if he so desired, what the others had done.
It is true, as some will remark, that the
Johnson administration gave its blessing to
Mr. Jones' opponent in the primary election;
but it does not follow that as a result of
Mr. Jones' victory over T. B. McConnell, the
administration will not welcome him to
Frankfort; for Mr. Jones is a Democrat
with whom the Johnson forces, who assuredly will be in control of the Legislature, can
get along.
The Leader believes Mr. Jones will be a
good representative and that he will be cooperative with the leaders of the legislative
body in which he is a member, to the end
that Caldwell county and her affairs will
receive the attention to which our people
are entitled.
If he should take it upon himself to align
himself with the disgruntled opposition, always present but rarely effective at Frankfort, he not only would be unable to do anything for his constituency but would be
wasting his time. The same would be true-if Caldwell, a Democratic county, sent a
Republican to Frankfort.
And so, we believe we are performing a
useful service when we suggest to the vot-
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1942 and the biggest job of the Governor
will be to prevent a spending spree, now that
Kentucky has paid off the State debt," Gov.
Keen Johnson said at Eddyville last Friday
afternoon during ceremonies dedicating the
new addition to the State Prison.
Because the old debt will have been
liquidated and the State treasury will not
be in the red, the Governor declared, many
persons will be at Frankfort pressing for
appropriations for a variety of causes . . .
for things which would be nice to have; all
requiring huge expenditures of taxpayers'
money.
The Governor said he would try to prevent
Kentucky again running into debt.
"It is easy to go into debt but extremely
difficult to pay the bills," the Governor declared. And his hearers, remembering that
at the start of the Chandler administration,
the State debt was more than $28,000,000,
and had been steadily mounting since the
days of Governor Beckham, undoubtedly
agreed with him. .
As has been stated in these columns before, there is no single agency of the State
government at Frankfort or elsewhere
throughout Kentucky but earnestly, conscientiously and devoutly
believes its
budgeted funds are entirely inadequate to
the job it is intended to do.
Each and every department and division
of the State government likely has set its
heart upon obtainng more money from the
Legislature which will convene next January; and most have prepared reports for
submission to the Governor and the General Assembly setting forth an abundance of
good reasons why they should get double,
treble ... often many times more than
they have been forced to get along with in
the past.
And in addition, very powerful groups and
organizations, to be ably represented at
Frankfort by seasoned lobbyists, will work
for more money for pet schemes . .. or for
reduction of various taxes and elimination
of other levies.
This is what the Governor is up against,
now that he has accomplished the avowed
purpose of his own administration and the
solemn promise of Happy Chandler . . . the
paying off of the State debt.
But Keen Johnson is a gentleman of determination. He promised to be a frugal,
thrifty, saving Governor; and he has every
intention of being just that, not for the first
two years of his term only, but for the entire time he will be in office.
He will not be party to increased appropriations for the State parks, the schools,
the Division of Forests or any of the numerous other agencies which, handicaped as
they undoubtedly are in doing the jobs for
which they were created, must wait longer
. . . until the State institutions have been
as thoroughly rehabilitated as Governor
Johnson thinks he can accomplish in his
time; for that is the extent to which he has
committed himself; and it is as far as he
will go.
Another Governor may promise to build
bigger and better State parks; which would
be a good investment too, in time.
Governor Johnson's successor, or one to
come later, might promise and perform
other progress, certainly long and sorely
needed in Kentucky.
But Keen Johnson's promises were few.
He has performed exactly as he said he
would when he campaigned in the primary;
and will make good every pledge ere his
regime is ended.
And in so doing, will have lifted Kentucky high among the states in restoring
her credit, in removing the black spot on
her name caused by neglect of her institutions; will have finished the job so well begun by his predecessor .. . And will retire
with the esteem and gratitude of his fellow
citizens throughout the Commonwealth.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Princeton's 1941 Black Patch
Festival broke into print again,
this time in the October issue of
the Illinois Central Magazine,
on Page 32 of which appears
a feature story accompanied by
pictures of the Princeton and
Friendship floats. William Brelsford, correspondent, is author
of the piece; which is good
publicity for this community.
Hopkinsville's Tigers brought
fame to themselves and credit to
western Kentucky football when
they soundly defeated Manual, of
Louisville, last Saturday . . . The
Hoppers outscored Mayfield by
three touchdowns, Manual by nine
points . . . Now WKHS eyes are
on Tighlman High, Paducah, to
see how its team handles the
Manual chore . . Tommy Gray
will be a good one to run with
Jesse Tunstill, at UK, in 1943 .. .
And the State University boys
will do all right before this season
ends, wiping out that disgraceful
performance against Vandy.
PTA members, Band-Parents
and all the other numerous boosters of Princeton schools and their
activities would do well to resolve
now to cast a vote FOR proposed
Amendment No. 1, to appear on
the November 4 general election
ballot . . . If this constitutional
change is voted, our schools will
get more State money.
Down at Paducah, Henry Ward,
widely read columnist and able
State representative, has conducted a one-man campaign against
Paducah school teachers taking
election day o f f, dismissing
classes, to work at the polls for
the proposed school amendment
. . . And, more recently, State
Supt. of Public Instruction John
W. Brooker has backed Henry up.
A good many people around the
State think the school folks take
too prominent a part in politics
anyhow; and certainly, school
politics, as observed here and elsewhere, is fairly pernicious in itself. Pennyriler joins with Brother Ward in the opinion the schools
will get along better if teachers
do not button-hole citizens at
voting places. They can and do
make their influence felt, properly and plenty, through their contacts with pupils and parents in
the regular discharge of their
duties.

A Laughing Matter

By G. M. P.

It takes a carload, 30,000
pounds, of blueprints for each
battleship . . .Uncle Sam's various departments will use a quarter-billion envelopes during the remainder of this year .. . Cover
paper for soldiers' handbooks will
use 100,000 pounds of paper . . .
30,000,000 Defense Stamp albums
have been ordered . . . . 11,000
tons of target paper. All in all,
Uncle Sam is expected to use
4,000,000 tons of paper this year,
or one-fourth of the total production.

`1\
So, friend reader, you may be
getting The Leader in tabloid
form before this war emergency
is over.
/111.
Tom Simmons says I ought to
write an editorial about the movie
"Sergeant York," which shows at
his theater this weekend, or run
a big piece about it on Page 1 .. .
Well, a right smart newspaper
feller told Pennyriler at Lexington recently that this picture is
the best he ever saw . . . As for
me, I will recommend "Citizen
Kane."
1111
C. J. Bishop's bark MUST be
much worse than his bite or he
just couldn't have three such
lovelies working for him long in
his office.
111
And your reporter still is not
so old but what he will cheerfully
pay $2.48 on a "lost account" any
time the K. U.'s pretty bookkeeper explains with that smile.
1111.
Didja ever notice how easy it is
for a willing horse to get plenty
of work? Right after Kiwanis
wished that district lieutenant
governorship on him, Dick Gregory
got elected chairman of the Community Chest.
1111
And here's a ticket on Frank G.
Wood to do a swell job for the
annual Red Cross Roll Call too.
1111
Tom Waller, Paducah lawyer,
whose forte is humor, was guest
speaker at Kiwanis Club's dinner
party for Rotary last Friday
night. He wowed 'em for 15 minutes, then got serious about
limestone, pastures and livestock
for future prosperity of this section: His hearers, especially Carl
Sparks, S. J. Lowry, Johnny
Graham and Lowry Caldwell,
agreed he had something vital.

Tommy Riggs Favorite
A little girl who closely
bles my own talkative Bett
was so garrulous during clas
she became the despair o
teachers. They tried variou
ishments, but she still s
away unrestrained.
The principal decided fin
take drastic action. On the
report card to the fath
penned these significant wo
"Your daughter talks a
deal."
The next day the princi
ceived the report card whir
properly signed. However,
blazoned on the back in red
on, was the comment:
"You ought to hear her

er."

Odd But Science
By Howard W. Blakesl
AP Science Editor
New York.—Wild foxt.
100 times more vitamin A
livers than ranch -raised
the best known diets.
This puzzle in the vitami
ture is reported by Dr. Art
Holmes and Francis Tripp
E. L. Patch Company, BOO
Frank G. Ashbrook and C
E. Kellogg of the U. S. Di
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made and perhaps these
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, than my own boy, Hinkle
But all Princeton would
gleefully if the lad did
go to Lexington in Noand preform before
capable of helping him
e education he wants.
4C
OWN CHATTER: Th
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Wilson has the prettist dar
eyes I ever saw . . an
she grows up will be
r . . . Madame Smalltal
Ginny Griffith has reduce
letters to Bart lately . .
32 pages to about 24 . .
last week's P. 0. M. S
.citizens of Main st., wante
uy

of Wildlife Research.
The moral apparently is
despite all the publications
cn
diet, scientists are still
the beginning of knO
facts about nutrition.
f
Ranch-raised foxes were
and
ed from birth to death,
medica
autopsied. So far as
could judge, they were
Their furs were appare':

feet.
Several of the most

fox diets were tested,
but
the same result of
r, dredth the vitamin A
wild foxes. Where the v
get the extra vitamin is
The wild foxes eat ‘0
can and go on periods
avail;•!
when little food is
eat
animals
the ranch
Another difference is !
much .•
wild animals are
distinctly
tive, and average
size.
weight and smaller
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Laughing Matter

my Riggs Favorite
little girl who cloeely
my own taixative
o garrulous during
came the despair d
era. They tried vans
ents, but she still
unrestrained.
e principal decided
drastic action. On
card to the
d thee significant
our daughter talks
e next day the p
the report card w
rly signed. Howeve,
tied on the back in rti
-as the comment:
ou ought to hear
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although he had Queen Elizabeth for a partner and for a
wling On
time was one of the best sources
of royal revenue. Mr. Driscoll's
n Street
'
account of the wanderings of
the FBI's national police school,
PILL POWELL
Drake, and the results of the
(By Jack Stinnett)
Sy ADELAIDE KERR
By John Selby
dewandering, is the brightest spot
iiiiiiiiii1111111111iiiiiii1111110.111MIiiiiiii1.10111.111111141.11
(Al' Feature Service)
Washington.—If bombs ever where 400 men from police
partrnents all over the country
in a very delightful book for
our
TIGER
States,
BUTLER
United
fall on the
THE
are getting concentrated instruc- "Pirates Ahoy," by Charles B. me, although there is some very
Women's greatest strength is police won't be caught short on tion in methods employed by Driscoll; (Farrar Sz Rinehart; fetching information about a
all around the town
knowledge of the best methods London bobbies to protect the $3.50).
man often called a pirate, but
k of Hinkle Miller's
old-fashioned womanliness.
One of the best indications of not actually one—John Paul
public during air raids.
So says Ilka Chas (Mrs. Wil- of meeting such emergencies.
play in the annual
• • •
the indestructibility of pirate Jones. And even some new
liam Murray), New York acOver at the Federal Bureau
football game, an afThere is one story in connec- yarns is the fact that Charles B. slants on the activities of sevtress and radio star. When I of Investigation, J. Edgar Hoov, mainly, to give
asked her what she thought was er's boys have set up an ex- tion with the exhibition that Driscoll's "Doubloons," published eral treasured heroes, such as
ver the State a chance
right and wrong with women, hibition straight from England, never has been told. Early last at least a dozen years ago, is Captain Kidd. "Doubloons" has
at prospective college
this most modern of moderns showing all of the equipment winter, Hoover sent two of his still selling—not by the thous- a worthy successor.
ands, but selling just the same.
In November . .. Some
said:
used by police during black-outs ablest assistants to London at
So it is not astonishing to find Buried Gold Not Found,
e, the likeable, good
the height of the air-raid sea"I feel kind of old-fashioned and air raids.
outbeen
has
Mr.
Driscoll doing another pirate But Legend Lives
id that
son.
Oscars
of
couple
a
about it. I still think women can
There are
II Princeton's games
He told them to take their book, and because he probably
do the most good just by being (ghoulish dummies used by the
Kermit, W. Va. (W)—A search
about pirates
as good as any of
men, FBI in demonstrating murder time, to make a thorough study knows as much
womanly. Loving their
zo a
lore as any living has been made, in vain, for the
pirate
and
. Others say he's a
do
to
had
that
everything,
of
in
out
togged
WITH A FLAVOR OF FICT- comforting them, encouraging investigations)
buried hoard of the late Dennis
small and . less apt to ION: They were
police activity during American, it is not surprising
childhood and them, standing by. All this adds costumes that would 'make Men with
Atkins, but the legend about
with
stuffed
is
book
the
that
ention of the guys arHe
raids.
air
and
of
blackouts
schoolday sweethearts. Went to- up to their greatest strength.
from Mars look like a bunch
is his wealth still lives.
what
and
stories,
amusing
_ e line-ups than some gether all through high school,
letters
special
with
them
"I don't say women shouldn't sissies. In snouted gas masks, armed
Always frugal and a bachelor
hy flakmen elsewhere graduated and still courted . . . put their ability to use or that rubber suits and boots, steel hel- to Scotland Yard officials and better, with new information
until the last few years of his
rate.
any
at
me,
to
New
.
.
But
.
Louisville
back
to
bring
of
Finally married when they got careers aren't worth while. But mets, walkie-talkie radios strap- ordered them
Mr. Driscoll has a lot to say life, Merchant Atkins, accordof what Dame Rumor jobs, she in a town 65 miles to me men come first, though ped to their backs, and "black- every item of equipment that
pretty well known pirates, ing to stories that persisted for
about
a
slated
is
for
, Miller
away from
him. They
had the career runs a close second. out lights," which look like might be used in demonstrating
as
Barbarossa, who was years, converted his savings into
such
Players'
Senior
the
cowbells at their belts, these two British methods to the American
money but wern't happy away It's almost neck and neck.
at his trade to gold and buried the coin near
enough
good
as
me November, just
"I've one or two good men fellows are enough to finish off police.
from each other so finally he
a king, or Zel- his store. The stories were so
himself
make
he's one of the best ends went east to teach school. This friends. If they asked me to a good nightmare even if never
The men stayed four months
barbarisms are widely circulated and generally
whose
luco,
ton's pigskin history, week she quit a good job and drop work a few hours to help a bomb was dropped.
and collected hundreds of pieces
believed that the executor of
• • •
of equipment, ranging from mit- bloody and bitter. But he goes
me taller, flashier pass follered him and smiled when them because they were in a
much farther than merely re- the estate ordered a search be
catches the fancy of she said, "after 10 years of lov- jam, I'd do it. Of course, not if
To anyone who ever has bat- tens with the finger tips cut out
tales. There made.
American (for teletype operators, and such, telling half-familiar
ere the time for the ing him I've decided what I've I were writing
script tled the traffic of
radio
Flooring was removed in the
business of the "MayIs round . . . Will con- worked for as a career ain't half against a deadline, for heaven's cities, probably even more im- during gas attacks) to tail-fins is the
adflower's" captain, for example. store and living quarters
mines"
from
"land
4,400-pound
of
y of the choices in the as important as being his wife" sake!'
display
the
be
will
pressive
It seems there has been a joining it, and holes were dug
• • •
on
London
dropped
were
(which
and
lights,
at its the ambition of
traffic
street lights,
was
. . A regular spitfire of an
controversy among the knowing in the earth until rock
aduating high school old lady has been keeping scrapThen Miss Chase curled up in auto headlamps. With bumpers and made craters 60 feet deep).
a long time as to whether reached, but no treasure was
for
by
back
The
men
came
plane,
fancy
white
of
is
purely
make,
book of everything bad that a chair in her chocolate and painted white, stripes
Captain Thomas Jones was ac- forthcoming.
es, fantastic . . . And came out in the papers about chartreuse drawing room
and paint around fenders, and a the exhibition by ship. Sometually a pirate, or whether he
of
the
Britoff
the
coast
where
e players that could
that shows three
The chief sources for cork are
Princetonians for the last 40 launched into a further discuss- single headlight
merely was unlucky enough to
e props from under the years . . . She won't let people ion of women's good qualities.
slits of down-cast light, the ish Isles, ship and exhibition lie
Spain and PortugaL
Mr.
pirate.
a
of
the
name
bear
sea,
victims
of
the
the
bottom
elected hear the game read it and guards the black"Women are marvelous in sarnple of an authorized car for at
Driscoll says he was a pirate,
dimly of a submarine.
every year.
since what they have achieved in the black-out driving can be
marks of persons long
It took nearly six months and produces a thoroughly credipaces.
20
at
seen
been
have
of
they
time
length
looking to the good side with
ble story of his activities. But
The street lamps, "20 feet more to assemble another colREALLY DESERVES care . . . Not especially meaning at work outside the home. Look
he is not worried that the man
r and needs the chance to reveal anything to hurt any- at the positions they hold today above the kerb," toss out the lection and get it over here. It
who brought over so much comto college. He's hardly body but rather living the fad- in education. Everyone knows glorious illumination of .02 of is the only such exhibition in
mon blood, later to be "enII but all explosive ma- ing days of her life in satis- how important that field is, for one candle-power — about the the United States,
nobled" by descendants of that In Standard Old Line Comd has a brain so much faction that she "Knows enough the hope of the world is to get same as a lighted cigaret held a
blood, was a common pirate. He
panies . . . Safety for Your
you
Leave
Would
She
object
the
from
away
foot
.
In
•tball, it has a lace .. on certain people here to shore 'em young and train 'em.
was only a captain hired t
La
Property and Peace of Mind
Shangri—
see.
to
fashion and the merchandising wish
knows what to do and git em."
a little group of retransport
The traffic lights are the cusfor Yourself.
world they do remarkable things
launch his 150 pounds to
Papeete, Tahiti—One place ligious people, and one captain
>>
nts tomary green-yellow-red, but where war, illness
establishme
—head
designing
most good . . . Other
the is as good as another, if he
and
CORNTHE
AROUND
FROM
little
the light is emitted from
nd, Fletcher is almost ER: "I'm just a member of the and big department stores.
strains, of civilization are far brings his ship to port and be"Women are generous too. four-inch crosses, with bars an away is described by a high- haves well on the voyage.
but doesn't have any fifth column when I date you,
Phone 25
ambition to play any- and the columns are plenty They are more willing to give eighth of an inch wide.
born English-woman temporariThere is Sir Francis Drake on
Princeton, Hy.
There's a lot more to the ex- ly in Tahiti. It is the island of the other side of the ledger. Sir
tball after this year . . full" . . . "Discounting
your others a break than men. They
aren't always trying to keep the hibition—bomb shelters, various Napuka, a coral atoll in the Francis was definitely a pirate,
- the grand little Cap- hat, you look almost decent" .
Id stir up trouble in "His tie showed up like a daub reins in their own hands. They methods of combatting incen- north of the far-fung Tuamoto
are delighted to find a young diary bombs, air raid sirens, first archipelago in the south Pastar game but has so of paint on a casket lining."
able person to whom they can aid in air raids, and a dozen cific.
petition at his position,
other horrendous things that any
delegate some responsibility.
aye trouble making the Duck Hunters Prepare
As wife of the island trader,
"Women have clarity of vis- good police force in a bombed she has found her health reommy, Gray, Sherlock Storm Warning System
know.
on
to
catch
to
have
quicker
would
They're
city
ion.
and other backfield
stored, her peace of mind comMinneapolis (R)—Upper Mis- to what's coming and needed
The exhibition is semi-public— plete, and her days quiet and
dye briared the patch
hunters are than men. Women have more that is, available to visitors to
duck
river
sissippi
. . . But the selections
pleasant.
to avert any re- mental agility than men and as the Justice Department Building,
z,de and perhaps these making plans
"We had a radio when we first
unexpected
fall's
last
inof
to
used
currence
staybeing
and
when it is not
much nervous stamina
ay be better looking to
went there," she related, "but
which ing power.
in
blizzard
in
tragic
courses"
and
struct "re-training
:an my own boy, Hinkle
something happened to it and
a score of Nimrods
—
"They are strong at anything
ut all Princeton would more than
we soon got used to hearing
that has to do with conserving. office any time and see who is nothing of the outside world.
leefully if the lad did died.
They are working through, Men are destroyers. It's men talking and making the most
"We get rice and flour from
go to Lexington in Noto ex- who make wars and destruction.
before federal and state agencies
that
beyond
preform
noise. Men.
and
Papeete, and
develop
warnings,
Women know it takes nine
"Women are no worse gossips swarms of delicious fish in the
capable of helping him pedite storm
emergencoast guard patrols in
months to form a human body and no cattier than men either. lagoon, our own vegetable gardeducation he wants.
cies and provide an airplane and they value life. Their super- Men are petty. They
cheat, en and such wild foods as we
e
the duck sloughs to vision of their households has backbite and gossip. People talk
like."
OWN. CHATTER: The guard over
hunters of impending also taught them the value of about the way women gossip in
• Lighter of Mr. and Mrs. caution
.
love
danger.
just
conservation
I'd
hair-dressing salons.
loon has the prettist dark
That's All For Tonight
Hundreds of hunters out for
"They have another quality to be in a man's barbershop
eyes I ever saw . . . and
were too. No matter how hard they
shoot
day
Winston-Salem, N. C. (W)—
Armistice
the
dishing
an
when the boys are
he grows up will be a
Someone (a weary motorist, no
unprepared when an au- work, lots of them manage to dirt.
. -Madame Smalltalk caught
a filling stadeveloped into a look pretty and attractive as
"Women have a lot of fine doubt) burglarized
•nny Griffith has reduced tumn 'rain
7 P. M. cursnowstorm.
they sit behind their desks."
qualities and they're using them tion here after the
Iris to Bart lately . . . severe
• • •
a pump key and
the best they can. And when it few to obtain
2 pages to about 24 . .
of
seven gallons—no
Miss Chas, who is one
The accident death toll in the
comes to weaknesses they're no draw out
last week's P. 0. M. S.,
.m11111.1
more—of gasoline.
in 1940 was 96,500, New York's busiest women, worse than men."
States
United
wanted
st.,
Main
tizens of
1939.
her dark pompafrom
back
4,000
pushed
up
a
me
buy
in and
.
dourand went on:
"Women do more than men
too. Lots of career women do a
quadruple job — handle their
careers, run their houses, look
attractive, and bring up children.
I don't think the man lives who
Ticket Nominees,
If elected, we, the New Conservative
could take on a four-sided job
give to Princeton
to
effort
an
in
services
best
our
pledge
like that.
streets, wholesome
permanent growth, clean and sanitary
"And consider women's courbut before we
protection,
and
equipment
To my many friends of
fire
laws, better
age. Think of the little girls who
improvements, it
all
regarding
promises
Caldwell county this is
can make definite
work for a few dollars a week
financial condition as
my personal appeal for
will be necessary to know the city's
shops, travel in crowded subin
ts as can
support
and
vote
your
promise such street and other improvemen
only
we
furnished
poorly
in
ways, live
debt or
without depressing our property with
for the office of Tax Comdone
be
and
guts
have
little rooms—and
missioner in the comour citizenship with heavy taxes.
burdening
that."
gaiety through
Nov.
ing general election,
1WC
CP
Book," indicates,
Her brown eyes lit up.
As the emblem of our ticket, an "Open
4th.
as what's wrong with
people having full knowledge of what
far
the
"As
in
believe
you
we
served
As I have
women is concerned, I think any
I
takes place in municipal affairs.
in this capacity before,
they have belong to
weakness
to
employees, but we
deem it unnecessary
We have made no pledges as to city
to
the race. They're not peculiar
my
efficient emcapable,
select
to
efforts
best
go into details as to
our
use
talk
shall
either set. Men say women
am
selections.
making
in
qualifications, and
guide
our
be
to
merit
any
ployees,
a lot. Well, look around
willing to let my previous
management
maWe promise honesty and efficiency in the
record stand as the
affairs, and hope for a prosperous, forwardwhich
city's
the
of
by
criterion
jor
my
looking Princeton.
you may determine
the city's
ability to perform the
We favor wise economy in the expenditure of
duties of this office.
unwise for the city's machinery, esit
think
we
but
money,
not
For Mayor—
repairs.
To those who do
pecially the fire fighting equipment, to suffer for
I
••
know me personally
DR. W. L. CASII
that,
We covenant with each other and !sledge our word
county, a World War
the full
serve
will
us
of
ish to say that I am a native of this
each
election,
our
of
event
me
the
in
defect which prevents
circumeteran, and I have a physics
term of our respective office unless death or some
but which would
For councilmen—
rom securing employment in many fields,
stance over which we have no control shall arise.
er.
Commission
ot impair my efficiency as Tax
J. H. MORGAN
consermy promise to you.
Finally, in all things, we promise a sane, safe,
Honest and efficient s'ervice is
as
message
this
U. CONWAY LACEY
consider
ion of municipal affairs and to this end
administrat
vative
personally,
you
If I fail to see
and influence.
we solicit and covet your vote and influence.
HUGH BLACKBURN
a Personal appeal for your vote
Sincerely yours,
ELECTION, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
A. P. YATES
straight jacket; but when I innocently suggested something
fancier than a ''straight model"
garment, walked away in disgust . . . My good fren (though
I have never seen him but once)
Mac Dunn, of New
Market,
Tenn., sends me a clipping of a
Knoxville colyum he says I
ought to take lessons from . . .
Its sensible . . . Via the streetcorner switchboard comes story
that Rufus and Dixie Mae are
two again after a month of
negotiation in greener-looking
. Dick Hayes and
pastures .
Lib Harris look right satisfied
with each other . . . Homer
Brown inciting awe of Banker
Smith and
by
all
working
(which neighbors say is rare).

ger
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Russian Prisoner's Dig Graves
(Continued from page one)

Sylvester Prince

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
J. G. COTHRAN, Minister.
Sunday School at 9:45.
Morning Worship at 11. Sermon theme, "Vital Elements In a
Spiritual Awakening."
Baptist Training Union at 6:00.
Evening Worship
at
7:15.
Sermon theme, "Are You Inside
or Outside the Kingdom?"
Our two weeks of special
evangelistic services will begin
Sunday. We would like to see
our membership, as far as possible, in all of our services every
day. We are inviting those of
our community and round about
to come and worship with us in
our services. Monday evening
will be the first services for our
visiting preachers. The pastor
is speaking Sunday. The revival
services will be at 10 a. m. and
7:15 p. m.

Funeral services were held
for Sylvester Prince, 59, who
died at his home in Wayne,
Mich., Monday morning, at the
Brown Funeral Home Wednesday at 2 o'clock. He formerly
lived in Princeton, coming here
from Lyon county, several years
ago, but had made his home in
Wayne for some time.
Besides his widow, he is survived by two sons, Hugh Nelson and Jack Prince, both of
Wayne; a sister, Mrs. Ina Garrett
Lamasco; two brothers, Walter
and Felix Prince, and several
nieces and nephews.
He is a cousin to Mrs. G.
Homer Brown.

which Kentucky administrators understand far better
than outsiders could. Regulations and provisions of
Kentucky's social security
laws are, Kentuckians believed when they were enacted, necessary to proper
enforcement in this State.
They are, in some respects,
different from social security
and unemployment regulations of other states, and
were designed to operate
better than a blanket law,
handled from
Washington,
could work.
What federalization of this
agency would mean, at first
blush, includes transfer of
all the problems of social
security and unemployment
from the hands of Kentuckians, who properly understand the matter in their
own State, to strangers totally ignorant of what conditions and needs here are.
This simply couldn't work
well; in our opinion, would
hit many snags not encountered now, would be more
expensive in administration,
do less for the needy. In
short, the proposed federalization would be inefficient
and unsatisfactory to Kentuckians . . . as it would be
to citizens of other states
who like to depend on home
folk to help them with their
troubles, instead of having
their problems shunted off
.to Washington.
Coming down to facts„ it
is the old States Rights
question all over again; and
we believe Kentuckians in
overwhelming majority will
applaud Governor Johnson's
strong contention that Kentucky has cooperated well
with Washington on all vital
matters of social security
and unemployment, has done
her full part, and promptly,
in all defense work in
which the Kentucky agency
has been called upon to
participate, has profited by
the experience of handling
this burden 6 six years and
is emminently qualified to
continue handling the problem.
Governor Johnson concluded his. letter to Mr. McNutt by stating: "We trust
that the common goal of
social security toward which
we all are working will
cause you to 'see the folly
of the selfish proposal of the
Board and that you will
lend the influence of your
office toward enabling us to
continue forward, rather

Funeral services for Mrs. John
H. Dugger, former resident of
Princeton, who died at the Illinois Central Hospital, Paducah,
German sources described this as a mass grave being dug by
Sunday were held Tuesday with
the Rev. John W. Parker ofi- Russian prisoners of war in the Finnish sector for wholesale indating. She was 66 years old. terment of fallen Russian soldiers. "Since Soviet soldiers do not
Burial was in Mt. Kenton Ceme- wear identification tags their fate often remains unknown," the
German sources said.
tery.
—AP Telemat
Mrs. Dugger lived here before moving with her family
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Yates,
to Paducah about 25 years ago.
Madisonville St., on the birth of
She was the mother of Donald
a daughter, on October 14. She
Dugger, who became well known
has been named Kay Frances.
through his community activity
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Patterson,
By Morgan M. Beatty
of food and fuel can be taken
living here and who later mar- Associated Press Feature Writer away by Nazi naval craft.
Princeton, on the birth of a son,
ried Miss Laverne Pollard, sistWashington.—The capture of
Greenland is the polar area on October 3. He has been
er of Mrs. J. B. Lester.
named Jerold Deen.
a German "weather" ship by where winter weather for
both
In addition to her husband the U. S. Navy in Greenland
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett WilliamNorth America and northern Euand son she is survived by waters adds another chapter to
son, Hamilton, Ohio, on
the
rope often begins.
another son, Given H. Dugger an amazing epic of modern sea
Oddly, the Weggener expedi- birth of a daughter on October
of Harlan; two brother, Charles warfare that began in 1930—ten
tion reported in 1930 that Green- 20. She has been named Lucinda
Vickers, of Metropolis, Ill., and years before the war began in
land might not be the winter Ann. Mrs. Williamson was the
Edd Vickers of New Liberty, Europe.
weather factory it had been former Miss Esther Gilbert and
Ill.; two sisters,. Mrs. C. E. MetIt's the German scheme to thought up to that time. But taught school at Crider last
calf and Mrs. Ida Meehan, Pa- base raider fleets of air, sea,
weather observers have been re- year.
ducah; and three grandchildren. and undersea craft on Artic and
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Hutchported there, both inland on the
Ant-artic lands, and British and ground, and in airplanes. Two rison, Madisonville St. on the
Arnerican efforts to prevent the such planes were seen in March birth of a daughter, on October
17. She has been named Mida
strategy from bearing fruit.
of this year.
Ree.
In that, the world's two big
• • •
Mrs. Euen Farmer is improvnavies have been largely sucMore important, there is eviing after submitting to A major
cessful—but not entirely so. dence that the Germans still
operation Tuesday.
There is much evidence to in- have secret radio stations
in
Miss Dorothy Winters, Mexico,
dicate the Germans have large Greenland for relaying orders
to
is improving after treament for
caches of fuel and food in the their Atlantic raiders. And many
Charles "Tractor" McCollum,
a throat infection.
polar regions. Some of them Greenland fjords probably
have who has been a student at MurMr. Pogue Grimes, Marion, is
were planted probably 10 years been charted as hiding
places ray State College since Septemimproving after injuries he reago. And they probably have for submarines and sea raiders— ber, 1938,
has left school to enceived in an automobile accident
radio stations there, too.
especially on the west coast. list in the United States Army
several weeks ago.
• • •
There the gulf stream sends a Air Corp. McCollum was gradMrs. Douglas Travis, Marion,
The German scheme did NOT warming current to keep the ice uated from
Butler in 1938. He
is improving after several weeks'
go unnoticed by the British and softened all winter. It is fairly played end
on the football team
treatment.
American
governments. T h e easy to pierce everywhere ex- that year and was
an outstandMr. R. W. Luckett, Princeton, United States
sent the Byrd ex- cept at Ivigtut.
ing student. He would have finis improving after injruies he pedition
to the Antarctic. Adished school at Murray in Aureceived last Saturday when he miral
Byrd came back talking
The grafting of tomato and gust 1942 He is awaiting his
fell from a wagon. He suffered about
the Palmer peninsula as a potato plants has produced a service call while
visiting his
a fractured elbow.
base for a United States fleet in new starchless vegetable called parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McMr. Raymond Carney, Prince- case
the Panama Canal should the "topatoe."
Collum.
ton, left the hospital Tuesday
be blown up.
after treatment.
More recently, the British sent
Mrs. Hubert Deboe, Crane, re- an
expeditionary force to occupy
turned to her home Monday, afSpitzbergen and its coal mines.
ter treatment.
The admiralty disclosed German
3 PERFORMANCES DAILY!
Mrs. Russell Smith and baby plans to use Spitzbergen
radio
returned to their home in Eddy- facilities and coal
for the Nazi
1:30 P. M.-3:45 P. M.-8.00 P. M.
ville Tuesday.
Atlantic submarine and raider
Mrs. Charlie Guess, nurse, is fleet.
SCALE OF PRICES
improving after an appendecGreenland is the focus of natomy she submitted to a week val
For "Sergeant York"
action because it is closest
ago,
to the main British supply line
Afternoon:
Adults 40c
from the United States, and afKiddies 20c
Various organs of the body ex- fords innumerable hiding places
Evening:
tracted from the corpes of de- for German raiders, subs, and
Adults 60c
Kiddies 20c
ceased humans are now being planes. Greenland's fjords—esNO PASSES HONORED
used to save the lives of the pecially on the west coast—can
living.
be penetrated in winter. Caches

\(

Hospital News

McCollum Enlists
In Army Air Corp
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Lexington. The
organization of association
insure success of Kentucki
their a
tennial year, to
efense Is Swell
elle)
RothvIlle, Mo. (R)—There's a hdtesetpoeryr t.i..ondterteosteorionorage
pecial reason why
Rothville
chool children think the de- to the Commonwealth in
ense program is fine. Priorities
revented a factory from cornleting their school bus on time

GET SET FOR ONE OF
THE YEAR'S GREATEST
COMEDIES!

Plus These Shorts! . . .

"MARCH OF TIME"
"THUMBS UP, TEXAS"
CARTOON COMEDY
PARAMOUNT NEWS
Edison the riemes
Edison the 1.0P'

a
el Overton
fgua
ttrhrlreelel
rmgerb
edalona
lafdc:
erenflgtoe—
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Myrtle Grace Strong,
r of Mrs. Jennie Strong,
the bride of Mr. Gabe
Saturday, Oct. 4,
, Miss., with the
T. N. Cox reading the
single ring ceremony.
in the drawing room
Baptist Parsonage.
bride was attired in brown
iratching accessories and
roses. The matron of
, Mrs H. C. Young, wore
BIEBEEi with pink
roses.
egroom and best man,
sung, wore the conventblue.
McCandless was gradfrom Butler High School
class of 1931. She is a
of Business University,
Green, studied a year
and has attended
tton College, Louishas been 'employed in
anch,

EDISON THE MAN'

SIFIED ADS

e now, all classified ads
he paid for when ordered, II
in cases of business firms
regular ad•ertising acwith The Leader. There
he no deviation from this 0
RENT: one 3 or 4 room
t, first floor, -front
entrance. Present rentg town. Minor Carey,
St.
ltp

--added—
Edgar Kennedy Comedy

SALE: New 4-room dwellmiles from Princeton, on
and Princeton Highway.
write P. E. Hall, EddyKy.
ltp t.

News' Reel Adventures

D: Fifty men in the c
Bible class, the First
Evangelist
Church.
C. Jones will teach this
Sunday morning and
hear him. The Sub, ivic Responsibility ReBeverage Alcohol." Hear
iscuss this important subIt

Damon Runyon

"One of the greatest
evert" N. Y. Doily News
"Guaranteed to give
you double your money's worth!" NY Port

constipation was so bad every
muscle and joint seemed to
ache from toxic wastes.
"Thanks to the relief Retonga
gave me, I eat what I want now
without fear of indigestion, gas
and bloating. I have regained
twenty-five pounds and the constipation is relieved, too. I hardly ever felt better than I do
now. No one could be more
grateful to Retonga than I am."
Thousands praise Retonga. Accept no substitute. Get geruaine
Retonga at Dawson Drug Store.
—Adv.

greenbacks

ng—McCandless

something te
movie history!"

P•stor
the men who
ksew him bmt.-.:
is Welter B
• at hie best 1
.I

A doreile
Jima Leslie,
'Miss Grecie:
Alvin York's
Tennessee
meecthesrt.

wen coinage rolls.

and Mrs. Beckham Hale,
rg, announce the marof their daughter, Irene,
hell Harrington, son of
Mrs. B. G. Harrington,
Jefferson Street, Sunher 19, at Charleston,

"Will add

"I Eat Anything Now
Without Distress And
Never Felt Better," Gratefully Declares Jno. T.
Richard. Tells Of Case

Notes
is a spendthrift,
leosh;eed
ou
Il00fd holes;
is
thefuw

od pers. Harold Smith,
, have announced the
of their daughter,
Fern, to Charles Lee
so of Mr. and Mrs.
Princeton, SatD Skees,
morning, October 18.
ceremony took place in
e of the Rev. Fr. Joseph
Miss
g, llopkinsville.
is and James D. Mashere the only attendants.
couple will be at home
r an indefinite time.

"Betting Is that Cooper
will win the Academy
Award!"
Ed Sulltron

TOO WEAK FOR JOB; GAINS
25 POUNDS ON RETONGA
A continuous stream of grateful praise of Retonga continues
as well known men and women
report wonderful relief from the
distress of nervous indigestion,
loss of weight and strength; torpid bowels, muscular aches and
pains; tired rundown feeling and
similar harassing distress due to
insufficient flow of digestive
juices in the stomach, constipation, and need of Vitamin B-1,
for digestion, nerves and strength.
Mr. John T. Richard, well known
resident of 124 N. 4th Ave.,
Louisville, declares:
"I suffered from loss of appetite, weight and strength until I was forced to quit my job.
What little I ate caused me to
bloat and swell with gas until
I felt like I couldn't get my
breath. My nerves were on edge,
/ couldn't get much sleep, and

than to take such a backward step as is now contemplated."
Washington has a powerful lever here: It could withdraw social security aid
from Kentucky unless our
State agreed to do as the
federal authorities wish. But
there is a remedy for that
since ,in the final analysis,
the people . . . of Kentucky
and the other states which
will be affected if this
change is promulgated, have
the votes to make their
wishes known and respected
at Washington.

RENT: furnished or uned 2 room
apartment,
entrance, steam heat, in- ,
ng matress. Minor Carry.
• Main St.
ltp
SALE: Nine room house
located 410 S. Harrison
sell or sacrifice. See Al
Page.
tf
RENT-6-room
835

A NEW WARNER BROS. TRIUMPH, with

WALTER BRENNAN • JOAN LESLIE • =LEY 0R08GE1 • A HOWARD HAWKS.PRODN

SATURDAY

dm. The East Side Kids
w In "FLYING WILD"

Johnny Mack Brown in
"LAW OF THE RANGE"

. TOM TYLER FRANK COGRLANA
EURBII
Wilt AM. BENEDICT LOUISE

a MIMIC SERIAL IN

17040111s

hoUse.
?1

ALE—Used Model "B"
Tractor with cultivatwo row Mc-Dg Farm- '
vator; Used Fordson
Used C-30 International,
Used Plymouth Pickup '
.Used 10-20 Mc-Dg TractIlled McCormick-Deering.
e; I used McCormick„“
)1°. 5 Hammermill; 1
Me truck. See -these
Now —Princeto
nImCO. Phone 78.
It
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Saturilay Bride

''OteS
is a spendthrift,
e is full of holes;
Is the woods, unheedIdol coinage rolls,
erent from the Spring's
ding carefully
y folded greenbacks
leafing tree!
--Barbara Overton

Mr. and Mrs. Inos Barry Tanner, Fredonia Road, announce
the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Mary Wells, to
Mr. Reno Joseph Davis, at St.
Paul's Church, Saturday morning, October 25, at half past nine
o'clock. The young couple will
live in Los Angeles, Calif.

Harrington
Quartermaster Depot, Jeffersonville, the last year.
Mr. McCandless is a graduate
of Smithland High School and
was formerly employed by the
State Highway Department. He
has been sheriff of Livingston
county the last five years and
is now nominee for county court
4• h
clerk.
Bride and bridegroom left after the wedding on a brief
yrtle Grace Strang, honeymoon trip. They are at
of Mrs. Jennie Strong, home in Smithland.
e bride of Mr. Gabe
ss Saturday, Oct. 4,
ian, Miss., with the
N. Cox reading the
Mrs. Charles Gaddie entersingle ring ceremony. tained members of the Bookin the drawing room lovers Club at their regular Octptist Parsonage.
ober meeting at her home on
de was attired in brown Washington
street
with a 1
ching accessories and o'clock luncheon.
ses. The matron
of
Mrs. Kenneth Johnston reS. H. C. Young, wore viewed the book, "Junior Miss,"
et with -pink
roses. by Sally Benson.
egroom and best man,
Visitors present were: Mrs.
g, wore the convent- Jack Loftus, Dayton, Ohio; Mrs.
Wiliams, Paducah; Mrs. Gaddie,
cCandless was grad- Bowling Green and Mrs. Sallie
m Butler High School Powell Catlett and Mrs. J. J.
ass of 1931. She is a Rosenthal, Princeton.
of Business University,
Green, studied a year
ay and has attended
ratton College, LouisMrs. Gayle Pettit entertained
has been employed in 14 members of the Gradatim
and record branch, Club at their regular meeting,
October 15, with a 1 o'clock
luncheon at her home on the
Cadiz Road.
now, all classified ads
After the luncheon, Mrs. Sara
paid for when ordered, Harrelson reviewed the book,
cases of business firms "H. M. Pulham, Esq." by J. P.
egular ad•ertising acith The Leader. There Marquand. This book is a satire
no deviation from this on the womanhood and manhood of Boston and Cambridge.
The next meeting will be held
NT: one 3 or 4 room
Mrs. Eunice
t, first floor, front October 29, with
Dishman, Hopkinsville street, as
entrance. Present renthostess.
g town. Minor Carey,
ltp
St.
d Mrs. Beckham Hale,
g, announce the martheir daughter, Irene,
ell Harrington, son of
Mrs. B. G. Harrington,
Jefferson Street, Sunber 19, at Charleston,

—McCandless

Booklovers Club

Gradatim Club

IFIED ADS

E: New 4-room dwell'les from Princeton, on
d Princeton Highway.
rde P. E. Hall, Eddyltp
„D: Fifty men in the
'bit, class, the First
Evangelist
Church.
Jones will. teach this
I Sunday morning and
Si hear him. The Sub'vic Responsibility Re.verage Alcohol." Hear
ss this important subIt

RENT-6-room

house.
' ?

ALE—Used Model "B"
re Tractor with cultiva.
two row Mc-Dg Farmivator; Used Fordson
Used C-30 International
sed Plymouth Pickup
sed 19-20 Mc-Dg Tractti McCormick-Deering,
ne; I used McCormickNo. 5 Hammermill; 1
'Ile truck. See these
Now!—Princeton ImCo. Phone 78.
It

FOR THE PERFECT FIGURE
Jthe new slim gown. Henri Bendel contrasts white velvet with
a big cerise bow at the shoulder and, instead of the usual slit
skirt, gives movement room with
clever side fullness. Other gowns
in the new collection emphasized back movement of skirt or
Sunday School classes of the peplum, sometimes with bustle
First Presbyterian Church, Fre- suggestion.
donia gave a picnic in the
churchyard Friday afternoon. A near Farmersville, in honor of
marshmellow and weiner roast Mrs. McDowell's birthday.
was enjoyed and games were
Those present were: John Roy
played. Present were: Bonnie
Williams Martha Jane Deboe, McDowell, Mrs. Susie McCaslin,
Hubert Deboe Jr., Billy Sam Mr. and Mrs. J. L. McCaslin,
Young, Zoan Clegg, Billy Clegg, Dorothy McCaslin, Mr. and Mrs.
McAvalon Lowery, Phylis Jean Joe McCaslin, Margaret
Conger, Martha Jane Belt, Hazel Caslin, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McFuller, Mesdames L. W. Guess, Caslin, DeL,ois Ann McCaslin,
of Crider; Lydia Dover, Buffalo Mr. and Mrs. John Riley, Jessie
Montana; Lafayette
Layman, Mae Riley, Bessie Lee Riley,
Grace Lloyd, Ray Clegg, Flor- Charles Riley, Homer McCaslin,
ence Parr, Misses Imogene Wig- Jean McCaslin Billie McCaslin,
gington, Francis Young, Dorothy Mary Elizabeth Spangler, Mr.
Parr, Sarah Gill, Rev. Lafay- and Mrs. Chester George, Bobette Layman, Mr. Seth Wigging- bie George, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Adams and daughter, Caroline
ton and Mr. Ray Clegg.
Jean; Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett McDowell.

Sunday School
Classes Meet

The Woman's Missionary Union of the First Baptist Church
elected new officers for the
coming year at the general
meeting Monday afternoon at
the church. The officers are:
President, Mrs. Mae Morris;
First Vice-President, Mrs. W. B.
Vice-President,
Ladd; Second
Third
Taylor;
Mrs. Rumsey
Vice-president; Mrs. R. H. Dalzell; Recording Secretary, Mrs.
Mrs. C. M. Wood's Sunday
Kirby Thomas; Corresponding
School class of the First Bap- Secretary, Mrs. Marshall Ethetist Church held it's monthly ridge.
class meeting Tuesday evening
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Salyers, 610 Hopkinsville
officers.
Street, to elect new
Those elected were Mrs. Glenn
A surprise dinner was given
Salyers, president; vice-president
Minerava McCormick; steward- last Sunday at the home of Mr.
vice-president, Christine and Mrs. Hewlett McDowell,
ship

Sunday School
Class Meets

Surprise Birthday
Dinner Given

ENT: furnished or unapartment.
2 room
ntrance, steam heat, inmatress. Minor Carry,
sin St.
ltp
ALE: Nine room house
located 410 S. Harrison
sell or sacrifice. See Al
Page.
tfx

Mrs. Duke Pettit's Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist Church held its regular
meeting. at the home of Mrs.
Charles McLin Tuesday night.
The scripture John 3:14-17,
was read by Miss Larue Stone
and the devotional, the subject,
"Individual Price Tags" was
given by Miss Virginia Ladd.
Members present were: Mesdames Duke Pettit, Charles McLin and Jack Henry; Misses Larue Stone, Polly Booker, Evelyn
Wilkinson, Helen Grace Spickard, Virginia Ladd, and Martha
and Mary Quisenberry.
Miss
Mabel McLin was a visitor.
New class officers for the
coming
year
included
Mrs.
Charles McLin, president; Mrs.
Jack Henry, first vice-president;
Adelaide Rowland, second vicepresident; Mary
Quisenberry,
third vice-president; Galena
Rose Satterfield, secretary.
Group captains are: Misses
Virginia Jones, Polly Booker,
Martha Quisenberry and
Virginia Ladd.

Missionary Union
Elects Officers

Special!
,--fr,

Saturday & Sunday

5e
HAMBURGERS, each . . ,,,,,, ..
10c
for
CONES.
3
CREAM
DOUBLE DIP ICE
10c
SODA WATER (any flavor), 3 for
10c
CANDY BARS or CHEWING GUM, 3 for
Kinds!
Pit Cooked Barbecue and Sandwiches of All
$1.00
3 Gal. GASOLINE, GULF REGULAR
inside City Limit
All Orders, $1.00 or more, delivered Free

Tip's Place
Madisonville Street

Phone 704

on furlough from the army afMr. Johnny Graham and
ter spending a year in Selective
daughter, Barbara, Mrs. Guy SatService.
terfield and daughter, Galena
Mrs. C. W. Metcalfe is quite
Those present were: Mr. and
Rose, visited Mr. and Mrs. Wilill
at
her
home
on
W.
Main
St.
Mrs. Clarence Daughtry, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore liam Satterfield and little son,
Mrs. Raymond Moore and childlittle
daughter, Vivian William Hughes, In Owensboro,
ren, Fredonia, Mr. and
Mrs. and
Robert Boone, Mrs. Sallie Boone, Clare, of Paducah, spent last Tuesday night. Mrs. Graham,
who has been visiting there for
Maud Fletcher, Lottre Stallins week-end with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herron the past week, accompanied them
and daughter, Margaret Ann,
were
visitors
in
Hopkinsville home.
Carter Nelson and sons, Richard
Mrs. N. B. Hunter, N. Jefferand Mitchell; Lucille Bozarth and Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Cunning- son St., is improving after a
son, Donny, all of Princeton;
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Riley and ham have returned from Ottawa, few days' illness.
Mrs. F. E. Turner, Franklin
family, Crider; Mr. and Mrs. Kansas where they have been
Lawrance Rogers and family, the guests of Mrs. Cunningham's St., is improving after several
Mr. and Mrs. William Rogers, mother, Mrs. A. B. Larkins, for days' illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Deen and
Hopkinsville; Mr. and
Mrs. the past week.
Miss Louise Bostick, Detroit, daughter, Dottie, left Thursday
Clyde Dalton and family, Crider; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Harp- is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. for New Orleans for a week's
vacation.
er and daughter, Vivian; Lorene Charles McGough this week.
Mrs. Ella Williamson, W. Main
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Harrelson
Mills, Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. H.
J. Blackburn, Mrs. Lena Stone St. is improving after receiving and daughter, Nancy, spent last
week-end in Lexington, visiting
and children; Sam Tosh, Mr. injuries in a fall last week.
Mrs. Orland Love, Marion, is their daughter, Miss Allison
and Mrs. Layman Tosh
and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Baine at the home of her grandmother, Hearne.
Mrs. Clyde Twisdale
and
Tosh and three children, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Metcalfe, W. Main
daughter, Betty and Mary Louise
Mrs. Chester Tosh and child- St., who is very ill.
Miss Madge Botler, nurse at spent Sunday in Bardsville, as
ren, Mrs. Ancil Dunning, Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie Beavers and the Princeton Hospital, spent the guests of friends.
Mr. John G. Bellamy, Marion,
family, Mr. and Mrs. Eura Vin- last week-end with her mother,
son, C. W. Beavers, Frank Beav- Mrs. R. L. Boteler in Black was a business visitor here Tuesday.
ers, Arval Beavers, Mr. and Ford.
Miss Kate Gore, New Albany,
Mr. Dique Satterfield is quite
Mrs. Gerald Harper and .children, Mr. and Mrs. Virgie Harper Indiana, is visiting relatives here ill at his home near Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Pilaut
and sons, of Flat Rock; Gertie this week.
Mrs. W. N. Strong, N. Harri- visited friends in Paducah Wedand Sylvia Ruth Vinson, William
Norman, Levi Nelson, Mrs. Hazel son St., is visiting her daughter, nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Pickens
Majors, Cecil Bristol, Mr. and Mrs. Gabe McCandless in Smithmoved to their new apartment
Mrs, Arthur Wiggington, Richard land this week.
Mrs. I. B. Tanner and daugh- on N. Hanson St. last week.
Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Riley
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Burroughs
and girls, Mary Anna and Nancy ter, Mary Wells, and Mr. Reno
Lou; Bonnie Dalton, Virginia Davis were visitors in Hopkins- and little son, Freddie, of Durant, Miss., have recently moved
Dalton, Virginia Johnson and ville Tuesday.
Mrs. Harry
Day, Dawson to Princeton. Mr. Burroughs is
Blondel Tosh, Arnett and Bevis
Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. Hey Springs, visited Mrs. Henry Ter- employed as a machinest at the
Princeton Hosiery Mills.
Nelson, Mr. Finis Harper, Mr. ry here Monday.
Tommy Daum, Connorsville,
Corporal Ralph R. Smith, Ftand Mrs. Albert Harper, Howfather, B. T.
ard Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Wes- Custer, Michigan, recently visit- Indiana, visited his
Daum, here last week.
ley Beavers, Randal Beavers, ed his family here.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Gilbert and
daughter, Barbara June; Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Green and girls, Wilma and Doris June, Mr. and
Mrs. Major Dalton, Alma Dalton, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Watson
and children .

Personals

Mrs. Charles McLin
Heads S. S. Class

Slims
d Mrs. Harold Smith,
, have announced the
of their daughter,
Fern, to Charles Lee
n of Mr. and Mrs.
Skees, Princeton, Satrning, October 18.
remony took place in
of the Rev. Fr. Joseph
Miss
, Hopkinsville.
is and James D. Mashe the only attendants.
uple will be at home
an indefinite time.
*ire

Martin; Edna Rae Salyers, treasurer; and Nellie Hendricks and
Sarah Lou Lawson, group captains
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford McConnell and
Misses Minerva McCormick, Edna Rae Salyers, Sarah Lou Lawson, Audrey Whitsett Geneva
Scott, Christine Martin, a n d
Messrs. Denny McConnell and
Johnnie Baldridge.

Lady Be Elegant

Miss Tramel
Entertains Friends
_ Miss Erline Tramel, Fredonia,

entertained with a weiner roast
Friday night. Those present were:
Misses Grey, Eva Blackburn,
Martha Jane Feagan, Mary Jane
Brown, Edwina Rice, Myrl Rice,
Blondell Herrod, Edna Baker,
Martha Nell Moore, Margaret
Zumeuhlen, Barbara
Dorroh,
Francis Patton, Desare Fair,
Robert Marrow, Mr. Allen Fuller, Neuton Ward, Cliford Bakler, Neuton Ward, Clifford BakHughes, Clifford White, Frank
McElroy, Frank Beavers, John
and
Several friends and relatives Perkins, Donald Brasher
gathered at the home of Mr. Paul Moore.
and Mrs. Will Dunn in the Crider community for dinner Sunday. Those _present included Mr.
and Mrs. Sheltie Dunn; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Wilson and son,
The Women's Council, comBilly; Mr. and Mrs. Logan Low- posed of six groups, of the First
ery and children, Pete and Mary Christian Church met in the
Ruth, Mr. and Mrs. Logan Tray- Church basement Monday night
lor and daughter, Agnes, and at 6:30 for a "Pot-Luck" supMessrs. Reginald Lowery, Bill per. Mrs. R. M. Pool presided
Presler and George French.
over the business session. About
thirty members and five visitors
were present.

Pinner At Crider

Women's Council
Gives Supper

Soldier Honored
On Birthday

Charles Nelson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Iley Nelson of the Goodsprings community, was honored Sunday with a birthday dinner at his home. Nelson is home

Visit WICARSONS where quality is found.
Madambrook, Fish and Thornton Hats are
featured.
See our Junior Guild Suits and Dresses and
California Sportswear.
EXCLUSIVELY YOURS

WICARSON'S
HOPKINSVILLE
efff@l-S-0_1010.E

ou c"T
51d
HE'S WEARING

RED GOOSE
SHOES

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nelson and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Nelson and family, all of Detroit, attended the funeral of
father,
Mr. • Sylvester
their
Prince here Wednesday.

NOTICE!
I have moved to a new location in the
corner store of the recently completed

Orange Building
We in \ itc you to inspect our values.
J. W. QUINN
•

Economy Grocery

Boys everywhere approve of
Red Goose shoes because of
their fine fitting qualities
and adult-like styles.

‘\4\h

III\

Our selections have
been chosen to meet
the requirements of
healthy, romping boys,
and our size range is
complete.
Bring your boy in at
your earliest convenience and allow us Pa
fit him correctly in
longer wearing Rsl
Goose shoes.

Expertly
Fitted by
X-Ray

Princeton Shoe Contpony

Thursday, October 4,

More Food Asked
Of Farmers Even
Tho labor Scarce

How can farmers produce more
food next year, in face of the
farm labor shortage?
The Kentucky College of AgriEconomics
culture and Home
has issued a statement in which
members of the department of
farm economics discuss the labor shortage and suggest ways
farmers may carry on.
"Unless labor adjustments are
made on individual farms there
necessarily will be less production as the farm labor supply
declines," point out these economists. But adjustments can be
made in the following ways:
imReduce production or
Physicians at Henrotin hospital in Chicago used frequency
provements in less important
lines and maintain or increase modulation radio music to ease the pain when Mrs. Pauline Siegel
production elsewhere. For in- 29, (shown 'with her husband, Allen) gave birth to a son by
improve- caesarian section under local anesthesia. Dr. Edward L. Cornell
stance, delay farm
—AP Telemat
ments and increase the produc- said that the experiment was a success.
tion of hay and cattle.
Adopt better methods, more
mechanized equipment and improved varieties, so that net
production will be maintained,
The Trimble Democrat
Having canned 1,540 quarts of
redespite labor shortage. The hircently put out a special "cover foods, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Cooley
ing of custom power work will
trend to employ more fully the crop edition," eight pages print- and 10 children won first place
tractors and harvesters that are ed in green ink and stressing in the live-at-home contest sponavailable. Adapted hybrid corn winter pasture and soil-saving. sored by the third annual
Green
and adopated red clover are ex- The county farm aent agided in
County Fair in Kentucky. Thirty
preparing stories. "The newsamples of improved varieties.
Maintain the labor supply by paper focused the cover crop families who had canned a total
using school boys, girls, women campaign better than we could of 14,452 quarts entered the conand other persons not ordinarily have done in two years other- test.
Measured in quarts, here are
considered farm labor, to offset wise," it was said.
Jessamine county 4-H'ers have some of the vegetables put up
the movement of labor away
club members were supplied by the Cooley family: 20 quarts
from the farm.
chicks by a local hatchery on of squash, 25 of carrots, 54 of
the "return cockerel" plan. They beets, 124 of green beans, 30 of
returned 12 cockerels for every peas 1,70 of tomatoes, 27 of
100 chicks furnished, at the time soup mixture, 38 of tomato
juice, 60 of corn, 24 of butter
of the agricultural fair.
Twelve dozen fruit jars were
In McCracken county, farmers beans, 36 of cucumbers, 21 of
distributed in prizes at a 4-H
brought apples to a central de- honey, 230 of preserves, and 645
club canning exhibit in Graves
pot for grading instructions of fruit.
county. One club girl won 40
Also the Cooleys stored
from State College of Agricul50
jars. Loretta M. Wyat, the home
ture and Home Economics spec- bushels of sweet potatoes, 75
agent, considers such prizes betpumpkins,
5
bushels
of carrots,
ialists. Of those graded, less
ter/than small amounts of cash.
than a quarter fell below U. S. 50 heads of cabbage, 40 bushels
At the Logan County Fair
of
apples,
25 bushels of turnips,
No. 1 grade.
club members exhibited 160
Many Harlan county farmers 5 bushels of onions and 100
articles of clothing, 117 jars of
are producing fall fryers for pounds of dried apples.
canned foods, 13 baked foods
Other food sources of the
the first time. Frank Wheeler
and five room improvement excontinues to sell 250 chicks per family are eight milk cows, 75
hibits. Cash prizes totaled $60.
week from his broiler plant; hens and pullets and five hogs.
It is estimated that 4,000 per•••
Emmett Blair sells 100 weekly
sons saw the club exhibits.
Horses can see the road better
from his plant, and Charles Hall
The Linefork 4-H club spon- is
selling 50 a week from his than human beings, even on a
sored a community fair for front
dark night, because of light redoor.
farmers , homemakers and 4-H
"Fall gardens for defense" dis- flecting curtains at the back of
club members at Kingdom Come plays
attracted more attention their eyes.
in Letcher county, Although it than
almost any other feature of
was the first fair ever held in the
Hopkins county farm pro- over previous years, there has
this community, there were 175 dues ,
show. The number of dif- been a slight decline due to
exhibits, and 400 persons at- ferent
vegetables—that can be lack of pastures. To offset this,
tended.
produced locally, how to cook most dairymen are using
midJefferson county
4-H
club them, etc., were shown.
winter rations. More cows are
members received $660 in prizes
While dairy production
in being bought, and more heifer
at the Kentucky State Fair. Spencer county is
up 15 percent calves saved.
Their exhibits included 23 dairy
cattle,.17 hogs, 60 chickens, three
potato exhibits, 62 food exhibits, 27 canning exhibits and
five room improvement exhibits.
James R. Morgan, a Metcalfe
county boy, made a profit of
$113 on a litter of 10 pigs which
weighed 2,014 pounds when sold
at the age of 165 days. Four
acres of red clover and rape
helped reduce the cost of the
litter.
Ten Jackson county club memners put on a series of demonstrations in the use of electricity, at the annual meeting of
the county's electric cooperative
corporation. The boys learned
how to install equipment, and
the girls learned how to cook
with electricity.

Family Cans 1504
Quarts Of Foods

and careful attention to your enter-I
tainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

It's All Very Confusin'
Weir, Kans. (FP)—When Miss
Ruby M. White, teacher at Council Corners, called the roll for
her first school assembly she
found she had eight pupils and
six of them were three sets of
twins.

Creomulston relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion With the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
or Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

Frankfort, Oct. 21—"Receiving
the full charge of a 12-gauge
shotgun in the back of his
head when his brother, Normal
Mallick, 20, of 319 E. Jefferson,
stumbled while the two were
dove hunting near Shepherdsville yesterday, Karem Mallick.
27, 317 E. Walnut, barber, was
dead today." So read an article
in the Louisville Times of Monday, October 13.
Stories of accidents of like nature will be carried in newspapers of the State during the
next three months, S. A. Wakefield, director of the Division of
Game and Fish, pointed out today. He urged hunters to use
extreme caution while handling
firearms and roaming the woods
and fields during the hunting
season.
"Nowadays we hunt mostly
for pleasure and it takes only
one accident to mar
forever
memory of good hunting and
pleasant companionship of what
might have been a happy hunting trip," Wakefield explained.
The division passes, on Ten
Commandments
Nimrodic
of
Law which every hunter should
memorize and observe while in
the field:
1. Handle every gun as if it
were loaded.
2. Be sure of your target before you pull the trigger.
3. Never leave your gun unattended unless you first unload it.
4. Carry your gun so that you
can control the direction of the
muzzle even if you slip.
5. Always make certain that
the barrel and action are clear
of obstruction—but be sure to
look into the breech of the gun,
not the muzzle.
6. Never point your gun at
anything you do not want to
shoot.
7. Avoid horseplay while hold-

Japanese Prenii,,
Designate

Record Number
Of Inquiries Received

Carelessness Ends
In Tragedy; Nitprodic Law Quoted

College Of Agriculture Suggests
Steps To Offset
Shortage

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

Fall Vacationists
Come To Kentucky

Hunters Urged To
Prevent Accidents

That vacationists and others
who travel the highways of the
Nation are interested in Kentucky during autumn is evidenced by an increase thus far

The former Lenora Lerrunon
(above), 18-year-old New York
socialite, appeared in the office
of her attorney in New York as
she prepared to begin suit for
annulment of her recent marriage to Jacob (Jakie) Webb.
—AP Telemat
How He Pens Policies
Vineland, N. J. (II—A. Van
Powell, author of 22 juvenile
books, has become an insurance
broker. He discovered what he
termed "a 1930 pride of my
pen" in a bargain edition and
promptly threw away the pen.
ing a gun.
8. Never shoot at a flat hard
surface; such as rocks or the
surface of water.
9. Instruct your children in
the proper use of firearms and
explain the dangers of
the
weapons.
10. Do not mix gunpowder and
alcohol.

in October of 40 percent in numat
ber of inquiries received
the Frankfort office of the Division of Publicity over September. Leading all the states in
inquiries was New York, with
Illinois second and Ohio, third.
Inquiries came from every
state in the ,Union during October except Wyoming, Vermont,
and
North Dakota, Nebraska
Nevada. Many hundreds of additional inquiries have been received by the Division of Publicity since nation-wide distribution of a new illustrated Kentucky Highways booklet, first
released in June by J. Lyter
Donaldson, commissioner of high
ways.
Since all inquiries covered in
the mid-October report of the
Division of Publicity were received prior to release of the
autumn number of In Kentucky,
the State's quarterly magazine,
it is believed a new high has
been reached in autumn interest
in Kentucky, as previous peaks
of requests for literature and information about Kentucky's famous shrines, the Bluegrass, parks,
etc, have always come immediately following distribution of
the magazine.
Autumn issue of In Kentucky
will be in the mails this week,
containing a Sesqui-Centennial
feature, partly in color photography; articles about Kentucky's
Lashley Quads, Butler State
Park, the Buckner Shrine at
Brandenburg, a Kentucky Rock
Garden, illustration; of famous
Kentucky places and scenes, and
a Kentucky poem or two.
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He's a good provider, a strong, sturdy,
dependable husband who works liar(
to keep his home happy ... To provici
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... Because they look to him for thing
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It is the one important factor neck
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nights soon to come.
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iti:LTROYER TORPEDOED—The U. S. S. Kearny (above), completed
only last year,
rpedoed while on patrol duty in the Atlantic. The navy
department announced 11 sailor::
g and 10 injured, two seriously. The destroyer arrived at an undisclosed part late
Sunhe ship was supposed to hare been attack
by a German submarine.
—AP Telerna,

EXPECTS BABY—Mrs. Jack'e
Coogan (above), admitted Sunday she is going to have a baby.
confirming Hollywood reports.
Her soldier-husband, "The Kid"
of movie fame, is thrilled at the
thought of becoming a father.
—AP Telemat
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HEADED FOR A PRISON CAMP—"Women captives," described by Berlin sources as "Soviet
Gunwomen," marched to a German prison camp. This picture was sent by radio from Berlin
—AP Telemat
to New York.

ERE U. S. DESTROYER WAS TORPED OED—This
map indicates (A) where the U. S. S.
. a destroyer, was torpedoed while on pat rol duty
about 350 miles south and %vest of Icehe U. S. Navy department said the ship was able
to proceed to a home port under her
—AP Tele-nal

Vai
HELD AFTER BOY ADMITS SHOOTING—Leona Ellen Cunningham, 14, Herbert 1-1.
Jr., 16, and Ida May Price, 15, (left to right) all of Alexandria, Va., were held for "safe keeping" at Portland, Me., after the boy told of slaying a than in Maryland, Assistant County Attorney Richard S. Chapman announced. The boy was quoted by Chapman as saying that he had
shot a man he knew only as "Browning" when the latter tried to make love to one of the girls
with whom he was running away to Maine.
—AP Telemat
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MOURNS SLAIN MOTHER-Gloria Ferraro (above), who suffered minor stab wounds as she
tried to halt a rejected suitor
who fatally stabbed her mother,
mourns her mother's death. The
alleged assailant, Frank Potega,
was in a hospital with wounds
which police said were self in—AP Telemat
flicted.

ARRESTED IN MILEY CASE
—Raymond S. Baxter (above), 27
year-old Lexington country club
greens tender, was arrested .on
a murder charge at Lexington,
as a third suspect in the robbery
slaying of Marion Miley, golf
star, and her mother. Police
Chief A. B. Price said Baxter
seas implicated by Thomas C.
Penney, who has admitted his
own participatier. in the double
--AP Telerm
slaying.

CAMP SWEETHEART—Pretty, blonde 22-year-old • Louise
Gaines (above), fiancee of Pvt.
Paul Bailey, 24, of Harrodsburg,
Ky., has been chosen sweetheart
of Camp Grant near Rockford,
Ill. Miss Gaines was selected in
a contest sponsored by the camp
newspaper, in
which
photographs of soldiers' sweethearts
and girl friends were submitted.
She won the title from hundreds
SEEK
S20,000,000—Hermann
of rivals.
—AP Telemat A. Kretschmar,
92, of St. Louis.
P.Io., (nt aye) after testifying he
is a first cousin of Mrs. Henrietta Garrett who died leaving
most of n fortune now set at
$20,000,000 unwilled. Kretschmar
is one of 27,000 claimants.
—AP Telemat

GENERAL RESIGNS — Maj.
Cen. Ralph E. Truman (above)
offered his resignation from the
a:my after he had been relieved
of his command of the 35th division at Camp Robinson, Ark.
This picture was taken at his
home in Kansas City.
—AP Telemat

BRIDE, 73, GETS DIVORCE—
Mrs. Sophie Ftarthlott (above),
73, a bride of one year, smiles
happily in Chicago after obtaining a divorce from Henry Barthlott, 86. She charged cruelty
and testified: "He deceived me
before we were married. He told
me he was only 80 yars old."
—Al' Telemat
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CHAMPION IN UNIFOR:
Joe Louis, world heavyweight
boxing champion, %vho has been
found to he physicallr fit for the
army, tried on a *form and
gave a practice salute during
Fort Custen Mich.,
to
visit
gave a boxing‘,exhibiNEW AIRCRArT CARRIER GETS FINISHI NG TOUCHES—Thr U. S. S. Hornet, new air- where he
News, Va., getting finishing tion. Louis expects to be called
carrier. Pt tied up at a dock In the navy 'yard at Newport
—AP Telemat into service 'soon. 7-AP Telemat
es preparatory to Commissioning ceremonies held Monday.

.4.41M1111111111111111111mmummw

LCCKAliD SWEEPS END FOR GAIN—Harold Lockard of Canton, 0., Michigan back, gains
around left end in the first quarter during' a Michigan drive to a touchdown in a Western confe-crice came with Northwestern at Evanston, Ill. Don Clawson, N. U. fullback, tackled Lockard
a moment later. Michigan won, 14 to 7, for its second straight conference victory. —AP Telemat
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County Asked To
Increase Swine
By 20 Percent

Torpedoed United States Vessel

Thursday, October
Presbyterian Class
Holds Semi-Annual
Fellowship Meeting

County Adds
To Draft Rolls

The Men's Bible Class of the

l
Presbyterian
Church
Contingent Leaves Centra
was host to men of the PresbyThe First Of No- terian congregation at its semivember
annual good-fellowship supper

Farm Quotas Of
Cattle, Milk And
Eggs Also Upped
For 1942
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Mrs. J. W. Crowe
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Delegation

Legion Post Gives
Farewell Dinner To
Lieut. Monroe Pool
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FOR SALE:

Alfalfa, Korean and Red (.10\
Hay!
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Attend Harlan
Church Meeting

Mrs. Odic Walke

Cadiz Druggist Dies.
At Memphis Hospital
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Fall Merchandis
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it'j good Ach
to Find a Four-leaf clover—
it's better luck to have Accident Insurance!

Service Insurance
Agency
108 S. Harrison St

Fredonia Five
Opens Net Season

AMERICAN es
BEAUTY

I

Lakes

The Fredonia
Yellowjackets
basketball team swings into 1941
action Friday night with a game
against Shady Grove at
the
Fredonia gymnasium. Several
stars will be missing from the
Jackets' lineup of last year,
among them, DeFew, high scoring center, who was graduated,
and others, but the Fredonians
expect a strong team from last
year's reserves and two returning regulars.

Cookies

Makes It
Safe To Be
Hungry

Macaroon

4

Apricots

oa

106L MARKET STREET
McList Bldg. Next to Judge McGough

PRINCETON, KY.

PHONE 470

Loans made on your auto, furniture, livestock or note. Investigate our special plan for farmers. Liberal appraisals on
autos. Get any amount, $10 to $300, and repay on plan best
suited to your needs. Your choice of terms from one to
18 months. To apply simply stop in, phone 470 or write. All
applications receive immediate attention.

PURE I
A
HOG Laru

THIS NEW 1941 G-E REFRIGERATOR PROMOTES HEALTH,
PREVENTS WASTE, SAVES
YOU MONEY EVERY DAY!

21 YEARS OF FRIENDLY FINANCING

Interstate
FINANCE CORP. of KY. — Incorporated

Onions

GENERAL

No 2

BIG BOY
VEGETABLE JOUP

Lill 1

can

extra large I
can
I

3 tall 1

WATCH s
DOG

Lye

cans I

1 Z.14c
SO 5.90 Potted Mea
t
10 ibb. 21c
NO. 33 LAUNDRY
BLEACH

l
LN3boquartto. ltbilg.s

Yellow
extra nice

size can

LOVING CUP COFFEE, the
coffee with the wonderful flavor

VERMONT S
MAID

yrup

12-oz. Jul 1

FRESH AND CURED MEAT
PORK CHOPS
Full family slut 7 cu. ft. 1941 WI
rnodol .1117-C, with famous THRIFT
UNIT. Built to lost and to save you
"comfy through th• yours.

PHONE 260

lt
lb. LiC

lb.

14c

SUGAR CURED PICNICS
small size

ring Mower
111. Hammer Mill
C Beer Mill
z Feed Mill
se 10x16 Disc HarC 2 Bottom Plow
x10 Wagon
(' 7 foot Tractor
rrow
Cormick
Deering
inder in good condiOn

lb.2

'SLICED BACON
One pound package
Hopkinsville It's,

Fresh fruit, fresh vegeta
bles, fresh meats. More
for your Money all the time

ELECTRIC

Princeton Lumber Co.

cut from small

PORK LOIN ROAST
loin or rib end

$247.50

reconditioned, all
teed to work satisY . Buy now for
ear while prices are

can
an

29c

lean loins

ARM
chinery

Pineapple .1
Cocktail
,

c

Lic

EXTRA SPECIAL: 1 quart
Salad Bowl Salad
Dressing and 1 large head
lettuce,
both together
for

Old-fashioned refrigeration
methods are too uncertain today! Get a new G-E that
makes it safe to be hungry
and promotes better health.
Note these features of the
G-E model illustrated .. .
•C.ld Storage Cowspartowst
keeps sweats Ur prime rendition
for elays.
•High Humidity 10-Quart Vegetable Drawer keeps green:NIP crisp dna gen4tor/T*1h.
•Groot Bottle Storage Zoos.
•51-Quart Dry Stor•ge Bro.

121c

ALL-IN-ONE
FRUIT

Val Vita Whole
tall
California
j cans

HERSHEY'S
BREAKFAST.L,oc

— Try Leader's Classified Ads —

Now Open

FRAZIER'S ^.
SLICED

IVORY SOAP DEAL (as
long as they last)
1 lg. cake 9e, 1 med. cake
le, total 2cakes 10c

Phone 490

NEW LOAN OFFICE

lb

171 r

4

RED FR NT
CASH &

CARRY STORES

Yce-Yost
ompany
.nneaVolis-Moline
Sits and

IlartNare

